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Butler 
University

◇ Private, Liberal Arts Institution of 
4,000 students, primarily undergrad

◇ Traditional student profile:  
academically prepared, 18-22 year 
olds
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SW266 - Media Literacy Course
◇ Fulfills both a major requirement for the College of 

Communication curriculum and a Core Curriculum 
(general education) requirement
￭ So, have mix of CCOM majors and students 

from other colleges
◇ Up to 7 sections per semester
◇ My stretch (originally):

￭ Make a push with this course
￭ Embedded into Canvas for Sections
￭ Direct Assessment



Authority is Constructed & 
Contextual





Learning Outcomes & Outline 
for Instruction
Students will be able to:
◇ Apply critical thinking strategies to assess 

information value.
◇ Identify key terminology centering around 

misinformation and “fake news”.
◇ Interpret the ways information literacy and media 

literacy interrelate.



Outline
◇ Pre-class reading & Quiz:  How to Teach Information 

Literacy in an Era of Lies.
￭ Ask Experts
￭ Focus more on the claims, less on the source
￭ Lateral searching
￭ Upstreaming
￭ Confirmation bias, selective attention

◇ information literacy and media literacy relationships 
overview slides

https://www.chronicle.com/article/How-to-Teach-Information/243973
https://www.chronicle.com/article/How-to-Teach-Information/243973
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1379VN39cK4JlV02_6etGwZJpHLdibAC1R-5a4_86j7Q/edit?usp=sharing


Outline Cont’d.
◇ Explore the concepts of the Fake News Glossary tab of the 

Fake News LibGuide.
￭ IL Truth - UnTruth Continuum

◇ Group Learning Activity - divide students into groups to 
analyze a pre-selected site to determine whether the 
information is fake (disinformation), has false information 
mixed in with the real, is advocating a certain viewpoint, etc.
￭ Turn in for credit via Canvas.

◇ Revisit class a second time to discuss the strategies they used 
to evaluate their information.

https://libguides.butler.edu/fakenews
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Worksheet Questions:  Authority is 
Constructed & Contextual

List the author(s) and their 
background.

Identify the source (is it a website, blog post, 
article?) and its background

Who benefits and who is harmed 
by the information?

What is left out of the argument 
or information that may be 
important to the issue?

Emotional Reaction - did the 
information elicit a strong emotional 
response from you?  What was it?

Personal Experience - How do your 
personal experiences impact your 
interpretation of the information

List at least one, reputable site 
that verifies the claim:

List at least one source 
pointed to in the article - do 
they verify the points in the 
article?

Define the purpose of the 
site; is it trying to promote 
(sell) you something, 
educate you, inform you?

Do you think the authors / 
source bring biases, misleading, 
or disinformation to their 
assertions?









What I found





Benefit/Harm Left Out Emotional/Personal

2019
2019 2019

2021 2021 2021



Anecdotal Analysis 
of Responses



Student Reflections
What I was seeing

Students are becoming 
more savvy searchers
● “Mom believes 

everything on 
Facebook” - so 
student fact checks

Cynical attitude towards media 
streams, particularly mainstream 
media
● “Bombarded with 

information”

2020 Responses were 
political in nature - 
Election year influenced!

Try to listen to both 
sides of an 
argument
● Upbringing 

Value

Needle moved slightly on 
bringing in DEI:
● socio-economic, 

education, political
● Gender, race, 

ethnicity, age, religion



Worksheet statements

Authority is Constructed/Contextual…(Harmed/Benefited)

●  The left side is being harmed/left out of her 
other pieces

●  In the article that we read about The Permeation 
of Propaganda in the College Student Brain: 
talks about how young people haven’t been 
exposed to America’s ideals and how they 
shaped the country

●  Public School teachers are harmed by the 
article·         But college students are harmed by 
“not getting the information they deserve by 
public school teachers and textbooks”

●  The New York Times & Clyde R. Miller’s 
reputation could be tarnished by the way 
Toplansky criticizes his work  (Propaganda, 
Hook, S62020)

Authority is Constructed/Contextual…(Left Out)

The article is primarily coming from an antiunion stance 
and doesn’t take into account people that do benefit from 
the union and why Union dues might be important for the 
growth of said Union and the people involved. The article 
also does not give any perspective with people who 
support their taxpayer dollars going towards Unions and 
the organizations they support. (DueSkimming, Hook, 
Spring52020)



Worksheet statements

Authority is 
Constructed/Contextual…(Emotional/Personal Response)
I“I grew up in a liberal bubble, where everyone shared 
much of the same values. This doesn’t mean there 
weren’t conflicting ideas and perspectives on an issue, 
whether that be a political or social issue… Now, as a 
first-year college student, I am well aware that my 
values and beliefs may continue to change as I dive 
deeper into learning and recognizing where certain 
information comes from and as I hear other perspectives 
that differ from my own.” (Fake News, Fall 2020, 
Johnson)

Authority is Constructed/Contextual…(Left Out)
Being conscientious about what you put in and on your body is 
important, but there is really no way to avoid all chemicals. The most 
important thing is to be aware of it, and the majority of things if 
consumed in moderation are not going to cause huge impacts. In this 
article, it is not acknowledged that her views on organic, non-GMO, 
etc. are very extreme. (Lush, Spring2020, Rossman

Authority is Constructed/Contextual… 
(Emotional/Personal Response)
Personally, I was raised to always try and see 
both sides of a situation. When only looking at 
one side, it can be damaging, as it is important 
to hear out what everyone feels is the truth, 
and then make your own judgement from there. 
This article does not leave much room for 
personal interpretation, as it shuts down any 
left-leaning groups right off the bat. It makes 
claims stating that liberal support groups are 
bad for America, and that the left will give rise 
to American Socialism or even Fascism if it is 
allowed to permeate. When something is 
obviously this biased, to me it is not a credible 
article. (Propaganda, Rossman, Spring42020)



What I can adjust

◇ Cut content - lots of going on, the 
DEI part gets lost

◇ Adjust the wording of my worksheet 
questions
￭ Adjust rubric

◇ Select different information pieces



Questions? 

Presentation URL: 

http://bit.ly/TILCButler

http://bit.ly/TILCButler
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